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New Delhi, Mar 9 (PTI) Stakeholders of healthcare industry recently met to exchange perspectives
on the role technology can play in transforming healthcare access, delivery and outcomes in India,
as well as globally.

The event, held at the IIT-Delhi, also saw entrepreneurs competing with each other on innovative
ideas for products aimed at improving patient and population health, a statement said.

The challenge winner was Health Vectors that has developed a personal health analytics engine for
patients and industry stakeholders to offer hyper-personal, actionable insights to help eradicate
chronic diseases.

"Health Vectors is now squarely focused on explosive growth in hospitals, insurance companies,
and corporate verticals," Subhasish Sircar, founder and CEO of Health Vectors, said. PTI SR JM

News PTI feed

Health Vectors wins award for innovation

This is unedited, unformatted feed from the Press Trust of India wire.
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